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 This research discussed about Language Function in Intercultural Verbal 

Communication which aimed to find out the kinds of language function that Teachers 

and Foreign students used. The subject of this research was teachers and foreign 

students in Muhammadiyah University of Makassar who did intercultural verbal 

communication. The object of this research is language function in intercultural verbal 

communication. This research based on Jakobson’s theory who figured out about 

language function. This research applied descriptive qualitative method in revealing 

data. The researcher used observation sheet as the instrument in order to get the valid 

data. The findings showed that teachers and foreign students used expressive function, 

directive function, referential function, poetic function, and metalinguistic function.  

 

Keywords:  Intercultural Verbal Communication, Language Functions, Foreign  

         Students, Teachers.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 This chapter consists of Background, Problem Statement, Objective of 

Research, Significance of Research and Scope of Research. 

A. Background 

As a social creature, human needs to build a relationship with others. Therefore, 

human needs communication in interacting with others and fulfilling their necessity. 

Communication is an activity that is done by two or more people using language for 

dynamic and transactional reason in order to share meaning and information in their 

daily life (Allwood: 1985: 15). Moreover, the communication globally happens in 

modern area. It makes people from different culture have a contact. The interaction 

between people from the different country with their differences in one place is called 

intercultural communication. According to Larry A. Samovar (2009: 294), intercultural 

communication occurs whenever a person from one culture sends a message to be 

processed by a person from a different culture. So, people must understand the cultural 

and linguistic knowledge (Deena and Meera, 1993: 39). It means that social or cultural 

experience is a person has to know the culture of the country where s/he lives. For   

example, the behavior and the norm of a country. Moreover, people should know one 

foreign language in doing intercultural communication such as English language. 

Indeed, in the Islamic perspective, Hadis No.795 states;  
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 Kharija bin Zaid bin Thabit said that Zaid bin Thabit said, “The prophet 

 Muhammad saw. ordered me to learn the writing of the Jews. I even wrote 

 letters for the prophet Muhammad saw. (to the Jews) and also red their 

 letters when they wrote to him.”   (Shohih Bukhori,  No.7195) 

 

The Hadis above means that every muslim/muslimat is permitted to learn and 

know foreign language even will be fardhu kifayah if the people learn foreign language 

for fulfilling social necessity, especially in intercultural communication. Besides that, 

when people use language or words to do intercultural communication, it is called 

verbal communication. Novinger in Nur (2014:170) says that verbal communication is 

communication by words symbols of meaning and communication to exchange 

message with one another that often evokes the idea of oral communication.  

In verbal communication, language itself consists of some functions which 

propose to give information, deliver message, express feeling, persuade people, and 

share opinion (Trudgill, 1974: 99). According to Roman Jakobson in Holmes 

(2001:250) language function includes expressive, directive, referential, poetic, phatic, 

and metalinguistic. It means that people use language especially in intercultural 

communication to convey anything about what they feel and think.  

 In this study, the researcher investigates language function used in intercultural 

verbal communication between the teachers and the foreign students at 

Muhammadiyah university because some students from different culture interact and 

have to understand each other. Moreover, the teachers as the native speaker of Bahasa 

have to make the students understand about what they teach. So, either Teachers or 
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Foreign students use English and Bahasa in their verbal communication. Therefore, it 

makes the researcher conduct a research under the title: Language Function Used in 

Intercultural Verbal Communication between Teachers and Foreign Students. 

B. Problem Statement 

In relation to the statement above, the writer formulated the research question 

as follow: 

1. What kinds of Language function are used by teachers and foreign students in 

their intercultural verbal communication? 

C. Objective of The Research 

Based on the problem statements above, this research to aims to: 

1. To find what kinds of language function used by teachers and foreign students in 

their intercultural verbal communication. 

D. Significance of the research 

 Theoretically, the researcher may give information for the readers who want to 

increase their knowledge about language function in intercultural verbal 

communication between different state and culture, and it can be a reference for other 

researchers in doing a study about Intercultural communication. Practically, in the 

cross-cultural understanding (CCU) and sociolinguistics subject, Teachers and foreign 

students are expected to increase their foreign language when doing intercultural 

communication for exchanging message. 
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E. Scope of the research 

 The researcher only investigated Intercultural verbal communication between 

the teachers and the foreign students. However, the researcher limited her explanation 

that is proposed by Jakobson’s theory (2001: 250) to analyze kinds of language function 

in act of intercultural verbal communication, they are; expressive, directive, poetic, 

phatic, referential and metalinguistic function. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

 This chapter consists of previous finding and pertinent ideas. 

A. Previous Finding 

Before doing this research, there are some researches about the inter-cultural 

communication that have been done by other researchers as follow: 

Ihsana El Khuluqo, Dadan Anugrah (2016) with their journal Students 

Intercultural Communication Competence (Thailand Pattani Students in Indonesian 

Campus State Islamic University of Sunan GunungJati Bandung) showed that Pattani 

students did not have enough culture cognition; see themselves as exclusive group; 

insufficient interaction with surrounding community; closed attitudes; verbal 

communication behavior; and less active in interpersonal relationship. 

Rohani (2014) in her thesis inter-cultural communication strategies in 

Indonesian’ and Japanese students’ interaction investigated the use of oral 

communication strategies by student of two different nationalities: Indonesian and 

Japanese. This study was a case study with methods used included observation, 

stimulated recall, focus group discussion, and in-depth interview. Findings showed 

that there were differences in the use of strategies were affected by English 
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proficiency and individual differences, especially cultural background, age, and 

gender. 

Tajeddin (2014) with his title cross-cultural perceptions of impoliteness by 

Native English speakers and EFL learners: The case of Apology speech act 

investigated native English speakers and 177 EFL. Learners were administered a 

discourse completion task for the speech act of apology accompanied by responses 

violating politeness by various degree in Iran. Participants were asked to assess the 

degree of impoliteness embedded in each response and to write down their 

assessment comments. Content analysis of respondents’ comments indicated that both 

groups mentioned similar impoliteness criteria. However, the analysis of frequency 

counts displayed significant differences between the two groups in their degree of 

preference for each impoliteness criterion. 

Robibim (2011) with his thesis Inter-cultural communication between 

Indonesian and Japanese investigated that not only emphasizes how people of 

Indonesia and Japan differ in speech, but how they act each other and how they 

follow the rules that govern the behavior of covert community member. It has been 

known for thousands of anecdotes about intercultural misunderstanding due to 

communication between people from different cultures, one who successfully 

characterized the Japanese are Shinto and Buddhism teaching. Findings show that 

there was some characteristic of non-verbal communication between Indonesian 

(body motion communication) such as, eye contact, gestures, and facial expression. 
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Nurul Camalia (2014) in her thesis An Analysis of Intercultural 

Communication Strategies Used Between American and Chinese Showed in Karate 

Kid Movie investigated the kinds intercultural communication strategies that are used 

by the interlocutors both American and Chinese in the Karate Kid Movie 2010. 

Findings show that the strategies of successful intercultural communication are speak 

slowly and clearly, ask for clarification, frequently check for understanding, avoid 

idioms, be careful of jargon, define the basic of business, be specific, choose your 

medium of communication effectively, provide information via multiple channels, 

and be patient.  

Baso Muammar (2015) with his title Inter-Cultural Non-verbal 

Communication Strategies in Indonesian and Thailand students’ Interaction 

investigated the kinds of non-verbal communication strategies that is used among 

Indonesian and Thailand students when communicate and the ways of non-verbal 

communication to the students in communication. Findings show that there were 39 

kinds of non-verbal communication which is included in the kinesics (Body Motion 

communication) of Novinger’s theory. There were 16 kinds of emblems (Gestures), 6 

kinds of eye contact, 7 kinds of Facial expression, 6 kinds of Haptics (touch), and 4 

kinds of posture. The result of descriptive analysis the rate percentage of non-verbal 

communication strategies that have big roles in communication between Indonesian 

and Thailand students were 90% gesture and 10% eye contact. 
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The similarity of between researches and this research is the discussion about 

inter-cultural communication. The inter-cultural communication is the object of the 

researches but have different cases. While the difference of first research is it focuses 

on Students Competence in Intercultural Communication. The second research 

focuses on oral communication strategies in Indonesian and Japanese. The third 

research talks about cross-cultural perception of impoliteness by native English 

speakers and EFL learners. The fourth research talks not only about emphasize how 

Indonesian people and Japan differ in speech, but also how they act each other and 

how they follow the rules that govern the behavior of covert community members. 

The fifth research talks about An Analysis of Intercultural Communication Strategies 

Used between American and Chinese Showed in Karate Kid Movie. The sixth 

research talks about Inter-Cultural Non-verbal Communication Strategies in 

Indonesian and Thailand students’ Interaction. In his research, he investigated the 

kinds of non-verbal communication strategies that was used among Indonesian and 

Thailand students when communicating and the ways of non-verbal communication 

to the students in communication. The writer is going to research Intercultural 

Communication between Teachers and Foreign Students. 
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B. Pertinent Ideas  

1. Culture 

 The term “culture” is sometimes used to capture behavioral patterns, art, norms 

and practices of a particular community or organization. Culture generally organized 

way of life that includes values, norms, artefacts and institutions passed on from one 

generation to the next (Macionis 2001: 1), or as “the values, beliefs, behavior and 

material object that, together, form a way of life for a particular group of people” 

(Macionis 2001: 61). Henslin (1999:35) has a similar view: Culture, which include 

language values, beliefs, norms, behavior and material object, is passed on from 

generation to generation. 

 Therefore, central to the definition of culture is the element of the togetherness 

of a human society, which has an organized way of maintaining and perpetuating 

their language, values, norms, beliefs, artefacts and institutions. In maintaining and 

perpetuating their culture, human, society educate, interact, socialize and transmit 

their way of life.  

 Culture thus refers to human-made environment which includes all the material 

and non-material products of group life that are transmitted from one generation to 

the next. There is e general agreement among social scientists that culture consists of 

explicit and implicit patterns of behavior acquired by human beings. These maybe 

transmitted through symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human 
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groups, including their embodiment   as artifacts.  The essential core of culture thus 

lies in those finer ideas which are transmitted within a group-both historically derived 

as well as selected with their attached value. More recently, culture denotes 

historically transmitted patterns of meanings embodies in symbols, by means of 

which people communicate, perpetuate and develop their knowledge about and 

express their attitudes toward life. 

2. Communication 

Communication is a complex as culture and can be defined in many different 

ways. According to Martin and Nakayama (1987: 94), “The defining characteristic of 

communication occurs whenever someone attributes meaning to another person’s 

words or actions.” On the other side, Communication may be understood as a 

symbolic process whereby reality is produced, maintained, repaired and transformed” 

(Carey, 1989: 23). According to Brown in Abrar (2015), “Communication is transfer 

of information from one person to another, whether or not it elicits confidence. But 

the information transferred must be understandable to the receiver.” 

Finally, based on the term of communication carries many different meanings, 

it can be concluded that communication is two ways process of reaching mutual 

understanding. In which participants, not only exchange (encode-decode) 

information, news, ideas, and feelings but also create and share meaning. 
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3. Verbal Communication  

 Novinger in Nur (2000:170) says that verbal communication is communication 

by words symbols of meaning and communication to exchange message with one 

another that often evokes the idea of oral communication. So when message or 

information is exchanged or communicate through words is called verbal 

communication. The words that are used in verbal communication are culturally 

determined (Gamble & Gamble 2002:118). Word usage varies from culture to 

culture. it means that basically, language and culture cannot be separated because 

every culture have a language to communicate with other people.  

 Samovar, Porter, and Mc Daniel (2009: 164) say, " human use language for 

conveying though, feeling, and pretension to others we learn about human through 

what they say and how they utterance, we learned about our self through the humans' 

ways to interact toward what we say and learn about humans’ relationship through 

take and give in interaction of communication." Verbal communication takes place 

through face to face conversations, group discussions, interview, radio, television, 

calls, letters, reports, notes, email etc. 

4.  Intercultural Communication  

     Intercultural communication is the communication that takes place between 

cultures. Intercultural communication describes communication between at least two 

people who are different in significant ways culturally” (Lusting and Koester, 2010: 

47). Barnett (1988:101), on the other hand, defines intercultural communication as the 
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exchange of cultural information between groups of people with significantly 

different cultures. Intercultural communication centers on the interchange of 

information among social systems entrenched in a universal environment, which 

communication results in the reduction of uncertainty about the future behavior of the 

other system through an increase in understanding of the other social group (Barnett 

& Lee 2002:276).  

Moreover, Edward and Hall cited in Kim (1999) say that intercultural 

communication is set of learned guides to behaviors which generally shared by 

particular people from different culture, different country, and different regions. 

Furthermore, Dodd in Aneas and Sandin (2009: 2) said that intercultural 

communication is a scientific field whose object of interest is the interaction between 

individuals and groups from different cultures, and which examines the influence of 

culture on who people are, how the act, feel, think, and evidently speak and listen. 

So, it can be said that intercultural communication is a form of communication 

that aims to share information across different cultures and social groups. So, to do 

intercultural communication people must know the background culture each other 

before communicate and finally there will be no more misunderstanding. 

5. Language Function 

The function of language is communication or usually called by speech 

function, people use language to give and receive message between themselves. It is 
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difficult to see adequately the function of language, because it is so deeply rooted in 

the whole of human behavior that it may be suspected that there is little inthe 

functional side of conscious behavior in which language doesn’t play its part (sapir in 

Downes: 1998). 

Jakobson in Holmes (2001) classifies language functions into six types. They 

are expressive, directive, poetic, phatic, referential, and metalinguistic function. 

Those six types of language functions will be explained as follows: 

a) Expressive Function 

  Expressive Function means express the speaker’s feeling.  For 

instance, ‘Oh no!’, ‘Woww, great’, ‘ugh’, ‘arrgh’, and so on. Expressive 

focuses on addresser who addresses a message. The aim of expressive 

function is to convey the speaker’s emotion or expression. The aim of a 

direct expression of the speaker’s attitude toward what he is speaking about. 

It tends to produce an impression of certain emotion whether true of 

feigned. It means that the addresser’s own towards the content of the 

message is emphasize. 

b) Directive Function 

 Directive Function means attempt to get someone to do something. It 

means that language used purpose of causing or preventing) overt action. 

This function is most commonly commands and requests. For instace; “Shut 

up!”, “help me!”, “do this homework”, “you should write what I explain.’ 
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And so on. Directive function focuses on the addressee; it means that the 

speaker needs the reaction from the hearer or to make someone perform a 

particular action. The aim of directive function is to convey the speaker’s 

command. 

c) Referential Function 

 Referential function means provide information essentially referential 

function is the communication of information. For instance, “the teacher 

will come at 10.00 am o’clock.”  This function affirms or denies 

propositions, as in science or the statement of fact. These sentences have a 

truth value; that is, the sentences are either true or false (recognizing, of 

course, that we might know what that truth value is). Hence, they are 

important for logic. Referential function focuses on the context; it means 

that referent or subject matter of discourse, and what it refers to. 

d) Poetic Function 

  Poetic Function means focus on aesthetic feature of language. It is in 

which the particular form chosen is the essence of the message. Messages 

convey more than just the content. They always contain a creative ‘touch of 

our own. These additions have no purpose other than to make the messages 

‘nicer’. The word poetic doesn’t refer to the ability to write poetry, but the 

ability to manipulate language in a creative way. The aim of poetic function 
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is to convey the pleasure. For instance, “I’m so sorry because coming late.” 

Or “thank you so much for helping me.” 

e) Phatic Function 

 Phatic function means express solidarity and empathy with others. The 

phatic function helps to establish contact and refers to the channel of 

communication. It opens the channel or checking that is working, either for 

social reason. For instance, “Hello, do you hear me?”, “any question 

again?” Phatic function is used also for sociability. For instance, “Hello, 

Guys!”, “What’s up?” 

f)    Metalinguistic Function 

 Metalinguistic Function means comment on the language itself. This 

function is the use of language to discuss or describe itself. It focuses 

attention upon the code itself, to clarify or negotiate it. This function is 

about language. Metalinguistic is also predominant in question like “Sorry, 

what did you say?” where the code is misunderstood and needs correction 

or clarification. The aim of metalinguistic is to convey the code analysis.  

6. BIPA Student Scholarship  

 Student scholarship is the program for all the foreigner students from the 

countries which have a diplomatic relation with Indonesia to learn Bahasa, art, music, 

and handcraft. Participant can choose one of fourty university in Indonesia.  This 
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program is organized by Kemendikbud and cooperate with Kementrian Luar Negeri 

(Kemenlu).  

 The student scholarship program is begun since 1974 as the part of ASEAN 

initiative. So, this program for the students who is from the ASEAN country. In the 

1974, The student scholarship is expanded with include the student from Australia, 

France, Canada, France, German, Hungarian, Japan, Mexico, Dutch, Norway, United 

America.  

 The student scholarship program is aimed to promote and increase the young 

people’s interest from other countries toward Bahasa and Indonesia. Moreover, the 

student scholarship hopefully may form strong culture relation for construct the 

understanding of participant country. Data on the darmasiswa.kemdiknas.go.id show 

that foreign students’ interest is more rise to follow the student scholarship program. 

The alumnus quantity on 2008 achieve 2.037 from 85 countries. Three upgrading of 

devotee keep happening. Data of BPKLN Kemendikbud when the opening of 

scholarship program on 2012 show that there are around 2.400 foreigner students 

from various country had checked in for became student scholarship participant 

program. However, there were only 750 foreigner students passed to follow the 

student scholarship of BIPA program for one or two semesters. Student scholarship 

participant who come from 77 countries will be spread to the 59 university in 

Indonesia.  Until 2012, the total of foreign students who followed the student 

scholarship since 1974 aggregate 3.986 students who come from 97 countries.  
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 The BIPA students is the students who have the first language (B1) and have a 

different culture background. Besides that, the purpose of the BIPA students is 

different also.  Such as, there are BIPA students only want to learn practice speaking, 

reading, writing and there is not yet uniformity BIPA teaching curriculum 

development.  Every institute develop their curriculum self. The BIPA books have a 

various either material or quality.  

 The BIPA book can be categorized into two categories: the BIPA book which 

uses Bahasa and uses students’ B1 such as English. Both categories have a quality 

and weakness. The qualitu of the first category book, the students are motivated for 

study hard to understand Bahasa directly. whereas its weakness, if the teachers is not 

native Bahasa, it will be difficult for them to teach the students and the 

misunderstanding is possibility happened. The second categories will make the 

students to learn with translation method, but the students will not active to search the 

meaning of language in the dictionary because all of the material in the book have 

been translated into their first language. However, the teacher who is not native 

speaker, will be easier to understand that book. So, the teachers should used more 

than one book in the BIPA study.  

a) Students Scholarship BIPA of Muhammadiyah University of Makassar 

   In Indonesia, there are only 55 universities as the destination of the BIPA 

student scholarship program includes Muhammadiyah university of Makassar 

which have organized this program since 2006. In this year academic 2017/2018, 
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Muhammadiyah University of Makassar accepted the new students who come 

from China and Hungarian. They are accepted as the student in Muhammadiyah 

University of Makassar through the student scholarship program of Indonesia 

Republic which is the cooperation between Kantor Urusan Internasional (KUI) of 

Muhammadiyah University of Makassar and Biro Perencanaan Kerjasama Luar 

Negeri Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan RI. 

b) BIPA Foreign Students of Muhammadiyah University of Makassar 

  Foreign students are persons admitted by a country other than their own, 

usually under special permits or visas, for the specific purpose of following a 

particular course of study in an accredited institution of the receiving country. In 

the Muhammadiyah University of Makassar have received two foreign students 

who pass BIPA student scholarship. The first student come from China, Surya, is 

25 years old. He ever learned Bahasa for two years but he cannot speak Bahasa 

well yet. So, through BIPA program he wants to learn more Bahasa. Besides that, 

Surya interested to learn Bahasa because for him, Bahasa is really beautiful and 

easier than China language.  

  The second student come from Hungarian, Susan Pelle, is 30 years old. She 

finished their study until diploma degree. And then she ever learned Bahasa and 

came in Indonesia since 2005, but Surya is clever to speak Bahasa than Susan. For 

susan , Bahasa is like a song when it is pronounced. One of the unique different 

culture between Hungaria and Indonesia is their language have a same 
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pronunciation but have a meaning differently. For instance; the meaning of 

‘ember’ in Indonesia is the small of basket, but the meaning of ember in bahasa 

Hungaria is ‘a guy’, the meaning of ‘Hal’ in Indonesia is page of book or the thing, 

but in Hungaria the meaning of ‘Hal’ is fish, the meaning of kaki in Indonesia is 

foot but in Hungaria the meaning of kaki is shit or feces, the meaning of ‘bebas’ in 

Indonesia is free but in Hungaria the meaning of ‘bebas’ is drunk, whereas the 

meaning of  ‘halal’ in Indonesia is legal but in Hungaria the meaning of ‘halal’ is 

‘dead’.  

7. Conceptual Frame Work 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The conceptual frame work shows about the teachers and foreign students do 

verbal communication, then in their verbal communication certainly contains kinds of 

Teachers Verbal 

Communication 
Foreign Students 

Language function 

1. Expressive  

2. Directive 

3. Referential 

4. Poetic 

5. Phatic 

6. Metalinguistic 

Intercultural 

Communication 
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language function. Moreover, the teachers and foreign students have a different 

culture, country and language. So, there is intercultural communication between the 

teachers and the foreign students. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 This chapter presents and explains research method, subject of the research, 

instrument of the research, procedure of collection data, and technique of data 

analysis that are used in this research. 

A. Research Method 

  This research applied descriptive qualitative method because the main focus 

of this research is describing about language function used in intercultural verbal 

communication between the teachers and the foreign students. Based on Creswell 

(2014: 183), qualitative method is an inquiry process of understanding based on 

distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human problem. 

The researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyze words, reports detailed 

views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting.  

B. Subject of the Research 

In this research, the researcher investigated the language function in 

intercultural verbal communication. The subjects of this research were the teachers 

and the foreign students in Muhammadiyah University because they maintained the 

verbal communication during the teaching and learning Bahasa process, the teachers 

who are the native speaker of Indonesian language did verbal communication with 
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two foreign students who is one from Hungarian and one from China. Besides that, 

the teachers and the foreign students used English and Bahasa in their interaction.  

C. Instrument of the Research 

 In collecting data, the researcher used observation sheet to answer the research 

question. According Schmuck in Kawulich (2005:3), observation methods are useful 

to researchers in a variety of ways. They provide researchers with ways to check for 

verbal expression of feelings, determine who interacts with whom, grasp how 

participants communicate with each other, and check for how much time is spent on 

various activities.  

No. Subject Utterance/conversation of 

Verbal communication 

Language functions 

E D R Po Ph M 

         

 

D. Procedure of Collecting Data 

In the collecting data, the researcher did research from 10th until 19th October 

2017 during five meetings. The data collection is observation as following the 

procedure; 

1. First, the researcher made an appointment with the teachers and the foreign 

students in order to do this research. 
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2. Second, the researcher attended teaching and learning process in the classroom 

for five meetings. 

3. Third, the researcher observed intercultural verbal communication process in 

the classroom interaction for two hours in every meeting, and then the 

observation was conducted by using a video recorder. 

4. Fourth, the researcher watched and re-observed the video record list of verbal 

communication between the teachers and the foreign students.  

5. Fifth, the researcher transcribed the video about verbal communication. The 

next steps, the researcher classified what kinds of language function in 

intercultural verbal communication between the teachers and the foreign 

students  

6. The last, the researched drew conclusion about the data what the researcher get 

about language function used in intercultural verbal communication between 

the teachers and the foreign students. 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

 After collecting the data, the next doing is analyzing the data based on theory. 

In this stage, the researcher used Jakobson’s theory (2001: 250) to analyze the 

kinds of language function used by the teachers and the foreign students in their 

intercultural verbal communication. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This chapter consists of findings and discussion. The findings part presents the 

result of the data analysis of language functions by the teachers and the foreign 

students in doing intercultural verbal communication at Muhammadiyah University 

(UNISMUH). Meanwhile the discussion part presents the detail description of the 

data findings. 

A. Finding 

 In this part, the researcher presents the result of the data taken from the teachers 

and the foreign students in doing intercultural verbal communication. It is categorized 

and analyzed based on Roman Jakobson theory of language functions in Holmes 

(2001). This research aimed to find out the kinds of Language functions are used by 

the teachers and the foreign students in their intercultural verbal communication  

 After analyzing the data, the researcher found five kinds of language functions 

of six kinds of language function as shown in the table below. 
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Table of Kinds of Language Function in Intercultural Verbal Communication 

 Teachers and Foreign Students. 

No Language Functions Number of Language Functions Used 

1 Expressive. 13 

2 Directive. 23 

3 Referential 15 

4 Poetic. 4 

5 Metalinguistic 50 

Total 105 

 

 The table above shows that there were five types of language function 

performed in intercultural verbal communication between the teachers and the foreign 

students, they were Expressive, directive, referential, poetic, and metalinguistic that 

would be explained below. 

1.  Expressive Function 

 Based on the table.1, it was shown that there were expressive functions in the 

following sentences and conversation. 

 Extract 1:  

 “Aiyyoo…” 
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 The utterance above was expressed by the student from China, SR. He 

expressed complain, “Aiyyoooo…” because he asked to the teacher what the meaning 

of ‘ikhlas’ is, but the teacher only asked him to share that meaning in the dictionary. 

 Extract 2: 

  “It’s very hard.” 

 The utterance above was expressed by the student from China, SR. He 

expressed complain ‘it’s very hard,’ because he was difficult to pronoun Bahasa word 

bangku. He pronoun always pronoun banggu. 

 Extract 3:  

 “It’s really cake? Woww, great!” 

 The utterance was expressed by the student from China, SR when SS showed 

him kettle and cup picture but, actually they are cake tasted chocolate that made by 

SS.  

 Extract 4:  

 “Hoooaaammm…, I’m very sleepy.”  

 The utterance was expressed by the student from Hungarian, SS. She 

expressed that she was really sleepy but she kept enthusiasm to learn Bahasa. 

 Extract 5: 

 “But, there is always something to make you cannot sleep as like your body 

 is tired but your mind is still working so you say, “Owwh, Shit! I need 

 sleep.” 
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 The utterance was expressed by the student from Hungarian. She expressed 

that how tired she was last night but her mind could not stop to think hard about 

anything.   

2.    Directive Function 

    Based on the table.1, it was shown that there were some directive functions 

utterance in intercultural communication between the teachers and the foreign 

students as shown in the following sentences. 

 Extract 6:  

 “I want receipt. Susan write receipt!” 

 The sentence was utterance by the teacher. When the teacher had taught the 

number subject in Bahasa where he as the buyer and the students as the seller, He 

asked SS to write a receipt Hungarian version.    

    Extract 7:  

“Ahha, this is your task. Write now that! Susan, write the task!” 

 The sentence was utterance by the teacher, I. He asked the students to write 

and finished the task about vocabularies of furniture in Bahasa.  

    Extract 8:  

  “I want you describe someone! Up to you who she/he is but in the office 

 area only. You can describe Mr. Wildan, Mr. Ismail, Mr. Idam, Ayu, Serli 

 also. You have to describe one of them!” 
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 The sentence was utterance by the teacher, MH. The students learn about part 

of body and physical feature in Bahasa. So, the teacher commanded the students to 

describe someone in the office KUI area. 

Extract 9: 

“You have to write! If you do not write this subject, you will forget it.”    

 The sentence was utterance by the teacher, MH to ask the student that they 

have to write what MH explain about Bahasa subject. 

Extract 10:  

“Try to read!” 

 

 The sentence was utterance by the teacher, MH. She asked the student from 

china, SR to read the text in the book. 

3. Referential Function 

Based on the table.1, it was shown that there were some referential functions as 

shown in the following sentences. 

 Extract 11:  

“Konghucu is not religion but they are philosopher. Konghucu is very good 

 teacher for people in China.” 

The sentence was utterance by the teacher from China, SR. He informed that 

Konghucu is not religion but they are philosopher and good teacher for people in 

china.  
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Extract 12: 

“Because scholarship students will do examination and the answer key 

 there is in this new book.” 

Extract 13: 

“This is the high-level book, C2. (Showing another new book)” 

The sentence above (extract 12 and extract 13) were utterance by the teacher, I. 

He informed that the scholarship students would do examination, so the foreign 

students had to learn from the basic level until the high-level book.  

Extract 14: 

“There are many people use Purnama as their name because commonly 

 they were born when happened full moon” 

The sentence was utterance by the teacher, I. he informed that in Indonesia, 

commonly there are some people is named as Purnama because they were born when 

full moon was happening.  

Extract 15 

“You cannot give number phone and private information about yourself 

 (with someone that you meet first time). But with your friends, you can ask 

 everything.”  

The sentence was utterance by the student from Hungarian, SS. She informed 

that Hungarian people did not want give the number phone, and private information 

with someone whom they meet in the first time. Except with their close friends or 

someone that they had known well. 

4. Poetic Function 
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 Based on the table.1, it was shown that there were some poetic functions as 

shown in the following sentences. 

 Extract 16:  

 “Thank you.”  

 

  Extract 17:  

 “Nice.”  

 The sentences above were utterance by the student from China, SR. He said 

‘thank you’ to SS for helping him count the money (see picture 2). And then, SR said 

‘nice’ to admire SS have brown eye. 

Extract 18:  

“Iya, Maaf” 

 

Extract 19:  

“Iya, Makasih. Yah.” 

 

The sentences above were utterance by the student from Hungarian, SS. She 

said ‘Iya, Maaf’ (extract 9) as apologize utterance because she had said ‘kurva’ 

(bitch) in the office.  And then, SS said ‘Iya, makasih,” as the pleasure utterance for 

the teacher that have taught well. 

5. Metalinguistic Function 

   Based on the table.1, it was shown that there were some language functions in 

intercultural verbal communication between teachers and foreign students as shown 

in the following conversation. 

    Extract 20: 

SS : “Kuitansi. What is kuitansi? 

I    : “Receipt. Ku-i-tan-si (spelling) 
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SS : “Like a bill?” 

I     : “yes.”  

 

The conversation discussed about SS did not know what ‘kuitansi’ was, and 

the teacher (I) translate this word is receipt in English. SS was not sure her 

understanding about ‘kuitansi.’ So, to make it sure, she clarified the receipt is like a 

bill and the teacher (I) arrange it.  

 

Extract 21:  

  SS: (showing the receipt to I that have been made in her book). The seller, me. 

  I: Penjual. Oke? 

  SS: Yes..yes. You buy, the buyer. 

  I: “buyer?” 

  SS: “Yes (nodding). You buy, the buyer.” 

  I: “Is it address?”  

  SS: “This is address. My… My address.” 

  I: “Store’s address?” 

  SS: yes. 

  I:  “What is this?” 

  SS: “Unismuh.” 

  I: “oh, buyer’s address?” 

  SS: “Yes..yes.” 

  I: “What is this?” 

  SS: “What you buy.” 

  I: “Item?” 

SS: “Yes.” 
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The conversation above talked about the receipt made by the student from 

Hungarian, SS. Her receipt was showed to the teacher, I. Then, SS explain what is the 

contents of her receipt. 

  Extract 22: 

  I : “Ini hijau daun. Ini hijau tai kuda. 

 SR : “What is tai kuda means?” 

 I : “ What is Kuda?” 

 SR : “Horse.” 

 I : “Tai?” 

 SR : “I don’t know.” 

 I  : “Kamu setiap hari bikin tai.” 

 SR : “Oh, ya” (nodding). Woww, it’s shit of words.” 

 The conversation above talked about colour in Bahasa. According to the 

conversation, SR knew the meaning of ‘hijau’ but he confused what ‘tai kuda’ is. 

When the teacher translated that words one by one, SR got the meaning of tai kuda. 

SR concluded that tai kuda is like shit words.   

 Extract 23: 

 SR : “What is bulan sabit?” 

  I : “In Indonesian language, sabit is  tool of harvested. In Indonesia and 

      farmers, they use tool like this.”  

 SS : “Sarlo in bahasa Hungarian. But sickle in English.” 

 The conversation above clarified about the representation of ‘bulan sabit.” 

And the teacher (I) try to explain that. When the student from Hungarian (SS) 
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understood what the teacher means, she said that sabit is ‘sarlo’ in Hungarian 

language and ‘sickle’ in English. 

 Extract 24 

 SS : “Ember” 

 I : “What else? 

 SR : “What is ember?” 

 SS : “Is the small of basket.” 

 SR : “oh, ember.” 

 SS : “Because in bahasa Hungarian ember is orang.” 

 The conversation above talked about the clarification of ‘ember’ because SR 

still confused. So, SS explain the meaning of ‘ember’ into English and then she 

clarified again that ‘ember in Hungarian language is ‘orang’ (a man)  

 Extract 25 

 I   : “What is kurva?” 

     SS : “Kurva is in bahasa  Hungarian is slang word and it means bitch.” 

 I  : “Oh, pelacur?” 

 SS : “Iya, kupu-kupu malam.” 

 The conversation above talked about what ‘kurva’ means. Then, the student 

from Hungarian (SS) explain the meaning of ‘kurva’ in Bahasa and English.   
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B. Discussion  

 Based on the findings above, the researcher would like to give further 

description and explanation about the language function used in intercultural verbal 

communication between the teachers and the foreign students. 

Based on Roman Jakobson theory in Holmes (2001), there are six kinds of 

language function, they are expressive refers to the speaker’s feeling, directive is 

commonly commands and requests, referential is conveying information based on the 

context, poetic is conveying the pleasure, phatic expresses solidarity and empathy 

with others, and metalinguistic refers to the code analysis of language use. However, 

the researcher only finds that the students and the foreign students used five kinds of 

language function in their intercultural verbal communication as following the 

explanation. 

1.    Expressive Function 

    Expressive Function means express the speaker’s feeling. Expressive 

focuses on addresser who addresses a message. The aim of expressive function is 

to convey the speaker’s emotion or expression. The aim of a direct expression of 

the speaker’s attitude toward what he is speaking about. It tends to produce an 

impression of certain emotion whether true of feigned. It means that the 

addresser’s own towards the content of the message is emphasize. 
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      The researcher finds that there are 13 data which is categorized as 

expressive function such as shown in the extract 1 and extract 2 contain the 

complaining expression, extract 3 contains the amazement expression, extract 4 

contains the sleepy expression, and extract 5 contains annoyance expression.  

2. Directive Function 

   Directive Function means attempt to get someone to do something. It means 

that language used purpose of causing or preventing) overt action. This function 

is most commonly commands and requests. Directive function focuses on the 

addressee; it means that the speaker needs the reaction from the hearer or to 

make someone perform a particular action. The aim of directive function is to 

convey the speaker’s command. 

     The researcher finds that there are 23 data which are categorized as 

directive function as shown the extract 6 and extract 7 the speaker (the teacher) 

command  the hearer (the student) to write  receipt and task, extract 8 the 

speaker (the teacher) command the hearer (the student) to describe someone , 

extract 9 contains the suggestion but it is categorized as the directive function 

because the speaker (the teacher) need an action from the hearer (the students) to 

make something that is writing, and extract 10 the speaker (the teacher) asked 

the hearer (student) to read.  
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3. Referential Function  

   Referential function means provide information essentially referential 

function is the communication of information. This function affirms or denies 

propositions, as in science or the statement of fact. These sentences have a truth 

value; that is, the sentences are either true or false (recognizing, of course, that 

we might know what that truth value is). Hence, they are important for logic. 

Referential function focuses on the context; it means that referent or subject 

matter of discourse, and what it refers to. 

   The researcher finds 15 data which are categorized as referential function as 

shown the extract 11 contains an information about Konghucu is not religion but 

a philosopher and a good teacher in China, extract 12 and extract 13 contains an 

information about the new books and the scholarship students will do 

examination, extract 14 contains an information about some people in Indonesia 

use name ‘Purnama’ because they were born when the full moon was happening, 

and  extract 15 contains an information about how the Hungarian people meet 

with the some person in the first time .  

4. Poetic Function  

    Poetic Function means focus on aesthetic feature of language. It is in which 

the particular form chosen is the essence of the message. Messages convey more 

than just the content. They always contain a creative ‘touch of our own. These 

additions have no purpose other than to make the messages ‘nicer’. The word 
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poetic doesn’t refer to the ability to write poetry, but the ability to manipulate 

language in a creative way. The aim of poetic function is to convey the pleasure.  

  The researcher finds that there are only four data which are categorized as 

poetic function such as shown the extract 16, extract 17, extract 18, and 

extract 19. They are categorized as poetic function because contained conveying 

the pleasure. 

5. Metalinguistic function  

      Metalinguistic Function means comment on the language itself. This 

function is the use of language to discuss or describe itself. It focuses attention 

upon the code itself, to clarify or negotiate it. This function is about language. 

Metalinguistic is also predominant in question like “Sorry, what did you say?” 

where the code is misunderstood and needs correction or clarification. The aim of 

metalinguistic is to convey the code analysis. 

     The researcher finds that there are 50 data which is categorized as 

metalinguistic function such as shown the extract 20 contains about the 

clarification about the meaning of word ‘kuitansi’ in English, extract 21 contains 

the code analysis which is code ‘you buy’ refers to the ‘buyer’, code my address 

refers to ‘store’s adress’, code Unismuh refers to ‘buyer’s address, and ‘what you 

buy’ refers to ‘item’, extract 22 contains the clarification about the meaning of 

‘hijau tai kuda’ in English , extract 23 contains the clarification about the 

meaning of word’ bulan sabit’ in English, extract 24 contains the clarification 
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about the meaning of word ‘ember’, and extract 25 contains the clarification 

about the meaning of word ‘kurva’ in English and Bahasa.  

  The researcher does not find the phatic function in verbal communication 

between the teacher and the foreign students because the researcher come in the 

research location when the teaching and the learning process have been going on. 

Besides that, metalinguistic function is the dominantly used by the teachers and the 

foreign students because of two reasons; First, the teachers and the foreign students 

study about language BAHASA, so they are more talking about the language. 

Second, they have different country, culture, language, and they are not a native 

English. So, certainly the teachers and the foreign students need more the clarification 

if there are words of language that they do not understand.  

 Moreover, In the metalinguistic function also, verbal communication between the 

teacher and the foreign students contains many the code analysis of language which 

are appeared that they have a different culture in language. As shown in the extract 

21 which is talking about colour in Bahasa. Through the conversation in the extract 

21, it could be seen that they have some different kinds of color in their language. For 

instance; in Indonesia there is color ‘hijau tai kuda’. ‘Hijau daun’, and ‘hijau tua’, but 

in English, there is only ‘green’.  Whereas in the extract 23, it could be seen that 

‘ember’ have a different meaning in Hungarian language. In Indonesia ‘ember’ is 

known as a bucket but in Hungarian is ‘a man’ in English and ‘orang’ if this word is 
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translated into Bahasa. It means that, through the language function used by the 

teachers and the foreign students in their verbal communication contains intercultural 

communication also because they share their culture and the meaning of their 

language each other.  

Then, from the six previous findings, the researcher compared that it has 

similarity and difference. The similarity with Ihsana, Rohani, Tajeddin, Robibim, 

Camalia, and Muammar’s research is about intercultural communication while the 

difference is this research focused on analyzing Language function used by the 

teachers and the foreign students as their intercultural verbal communication. It is 

different from the previous researchers, such as Ihsana, Rohani, Tajeddin, Robibim, 

Camalia, and Muammar. Ihsana focused on Students Competence in Intercultural 

Communication and found that Pattani students did not have enough culture 

cognition; see themselves as exclusive group; insufficient interaction with 

surrounding community; closed attitudes; verbal communication behavior; and less 

active in interpersonal relationship. Rohani focused on oral communication strategies 

in Indonesian and Japanese. She found that there were differences in the use of 

strategies were affected by English proficiency and individual differences, especially 

cultural background, age, and gender. Tajeddin talked about cross-cultural perception 

of impoliteness by native English speakers and EFL learners, he found that both 

groups mentioned similar impoliteness criteria. Robibim talked about not only 

emphasize how people of Indonesia and Japan differ in speech, but how they act each 
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other and how they follow the rules that govern the behavior of covert community 

members, he found that there was some characteristic of non-verbal communication 

between Indonesian (body motion communication) such as, eye contact, gestures, and 

facial expression. Camalia focused on analyzing of Intercultural Communication 

Strategies Used between American and Chinese Showed in Karate Kid Movie, she 

found that the strategies of successful intercultural communication are speak slowly 

and clearly, ask for clarification, frequently check for understanding, avoid idioms, be 

careful of jargon, define the basic of business, be specific, choose your medium of 

communication effectively, provide information via multiple channels, and be patient. 

Whereas Muammar talked about Inter-Cultural Non-verbal Communication 

Strategies in Indonesian and Thailand students’ Interaction, he found that the result of 

descriptive analysis the rate percentage of non-verbal communication strategies that 

have big roles in communication between Indonesian and Thailand students were 

90% gesture and 10% eye contact. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 After analyzing the research findings and the discussion in the preceding 

chapter, conclusion and suggestion are taken. The conclusion is drawn based on the 

formulated research question, while suggestion is intended to give information to the 

next researchers who are interested in doing further researches in this area.  

A. Conclusion 

 This study is conducted to find language function used in Intercultural 

communication between teachers and foreign students. The conclusion of this research 

can be formulated based on research question. The researcher used Jakobson theory in 

analyzing the data. The researcher finds the data which are appropriated with the 

characteristic of language function in the intercultural verbal communication between 

the teachers and the foreign students. It can be divided into five categories they are; 

expressive function is used to convey speaker’s feeling and emotion, directive function 

is usually used to convey a command and request, the poetic function is usually used 

to convey the pleasure, and metalinguistic function is usually used to discuss about the 

code analysis of language. Then, the most dominant language function used by the 

teachers and the foreign students in their intercultural verbal communication is 

metalinguistic function. metalinguistic function is the dominantly used by the teachers 
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and the foreign students because they study about BAHASA. Moreover, they have a 

different country, culture, language, and they are not a native English. So, certainly the 

teachers and the foreign students need more the clarification if there are words of 

language that they do not understand. In the metalinguistic function also, verbal 

communication between the teacher and the foreign students contains many the code 

analysis of language which are appeared the have a different culture in language.  

B.  Suggestion 

  The result of this research does not cover all of the kinds of language functions. 

However, this is still far from the complete one, but by this research at least it can be 

known the language functions used in intercultural verbal communication. Hopefully, 

criticism and suggestion will rise from the reader to gain the better researcher. Here the 

researcher will give suggestion to the students, to understand the types of language 

function, especially in intercultural communication between teachers and foreign 

students. Furthermore, the researcher suggests to use another theory of language 

function and different research subject or object. 
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APPENDIX A 

TRANSCRIPT OF RESEARCH OBSERVATION  

 

Name of subjects : 1. Ismail (teacher) 

2. Muflihah (teacher) 

3. Susan (foreign student) 

4. Surya (foreign students 

Subject Code : 1. I 

2. MH 

3. SS 

4. SR 

The place of observation : Muhammadiyah University (UNISMUH) at. KUI office Date of observation : 7th-19th October 2017 

Time of observation : 10 am until 12.00 pm. Transcriber : Warti Wahyuni Abdi. N 

 

Note of research field 

Description 

of Subject 

 The researcher met the subjects, teachers and foreign students in the KUI office. Then, the researcher made appointment with the 

subjects to do observation research when they were teaching and learning. First and second meeting, the researcher observed the 

foreign students was taught by Ismail (I). He is tall, has a good posture, oriental face, has a mustache and beard, and they always 

wore shirt. The next day until the fifth meeting, the students were taught by Muflihah (MH). She has dimple in cheek and wore hijab. 

Whereas Susan (SS), the one student from Hungarian, has a brown eye, brown short hair, white skin, and wore glass. She was 

friendly, tomboy, smoker, and she only use informal clothes when had a class but keep polite. The last subject is Surya (SR), the one 

students from China. He has a slanting eye, white skin, tin, not too tall and black short hair. He was friendly, not always speak too 

much, effeminate, but he was smart than Susan in Bahasa learning, and he always wore clothes neat.   

Description 

of 

observation 

place 

 The researcher did observation research in KUI office (Kantor Urusan International). The condition room is not bad because 

have an Air Conditioner, wi-fi, and there was camera that could be used by the teacher for record her observation research. The class 

situation was enjoying, not too formal, either teachers, students, and researcher can do anything but it was not disturbed a learning 

process.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



No/subje

ct 

Transcript Translation Sintesa Point 

Theory 

1 

SS-SR-

MH 

I: Adalagi yang ingin kamu jual, Celana kamu 

bagus surya 

Ss: Ada.. ada satu motor  

I: okey, sebentar kita beli motor, berapa harga 

celana panjang kamu surya? 

Sr: empat puluh ribu. 

I: empat puluh ribu? 

Ss: yes, untuk satu motor. 

I: Bukan, ini celana Panjang. 

Ss: oh yaya…! 

I: Harganya mahal itu. 

Sr: Bukan, tidak mahal.. tidak mahal 

I: Ini harganya cuman 25 ribu. 

Sr: 38 

I ; 38 ribu? 

Sr: iya 

I: 35 kalau kamu mau. 

Sr: 36… ahahaha 

I:36? Jadi jumlahnya 36 ribu tambah berapa tadi 

harga sepatunya? 

Sr dan Ss: 45 

I: Totalnya berapa? Berapa susan? 

SS: delapan…. Delapan.. ribu satu. 

I: Berapa? (tertawa) 

Sr: delapan puluh satu ribu 

SS: sorry, eighty one. 

 

I: “is there something that you want 

to buy?” 

Ss: “There is one motorcycle.”  

I: Okay, later. How much your pants, 

Surya?” 

Sr: “Fourty thousand.” 

I: “Fourty thousand?” 

Ss: “Yes, for one motorcycle.” 

I: “Not, I mean pants.” 

Ss: oh yaya…! 

I: “This is so expensive.” 

Sr: “This is not expensive.” 

I: “This is only thirty eight.” 

Sr: “38” 

I ; thirty eight thousand? 

Sr: “Yes.” 

I: “thirty five thousand, if you want.” 

Sr: “Thirty six.” 

I: “thirty six? So, how much totally? 

SS: delapan…. Delapan.. ribu satu. 

I: “How much?”(Laughing) 

Sr: delapan puluh satu ribu 

SS: sorry, eighty one. 

 

The teacher teach about the 

number in Bahasa. So to make 

the students easy to 

understand that lesson, the 

teacher be a buyer and the 

students be the seller. 

- 

2 

I 

“Saya mau uang kembalian! Ini uang saya 

seratus ribu.” 

 “I want residue of my money. This 

is my money 100.000” 

Require residue of money. 

 (see picture.1) 

Dir. 

3  

SR 

“Thank you” “Thank you” SS Conveys the pleasure 

because SS help him calculate 

Po 



how many residues of money 

that should be given to the 

Teacher.  

(see picture.2) 

4 

 I 

“Saya ingin Kuitansi, susan coba    tulis 

kuitansi!” 

I want receipt! Susan, write receipt! Require a Receipt or bill. Dir 

5 

SS-SR-I 
SS:“Kuitansi. What is   kuitansi?” 

I: “Receipt, K u i tan  si.”(spelling)        

SS: “Like a bill?” 

SR: “Iya.” 

SS:“Kuitansi. What is   kuitansi?” 

I: “Receipt, K u i tan  si.”(spelling)       

SS: “Like a bill?” 

SR: “Yes.” 

The clarification code kuitansi 

is receipt and it relates with 

bill. 

Meta 

6 

SS 

“Huffft…”(exhale long breath) “Huffft…”(exhale long breath) Student (SS) exhale long 

breath when she is so confused 

to understand what kuitansi is 

Exp 

7 

SR-I 

SR: Lembar itu apa? 

I    : Piece yah. 

SR: what is lembar? 

I    : Piece. 

SR need clarification about 

code word lembar.  

Meta 

8 

 SS-I 
SS: (showing the receipt to I that have been 

made in her book). The seller, saya. 

I: Penjual. Oke? 

SS: Iya…ya.. ya..You buy, the buyer. 

I: “Pembeli?” 

SS:“Iya (nodding). You buy, the buyer.” 

I: “Ini alamat?”  

SS: “Ini addresses. My… My adress…” 

I: “Alamat tokoh.” 

SS: Iyya… 

I:  “Ini?” 

SS: (showing the receipt to I that 

have been made in her book). The 

seller, me. 

I: Penjual. Oke? 

SS: Yes..yes. You buy, the buyer. 

I: “buyer?” 

SS: “Yes (nodding). You buy, the 

buyer.” 

I: “Is it address?”  

SS: “This is address. My… My 

address.” 

I: “Store’s address?” 

SS explain her receipt to the 

Teacher (I) 

 

Meta 



SS: “Unismuh.” 

I: “oh, Alamat pembeli?” 

SS: “Iyya. Iyya.” 

I: “Ini?” 

SS: “What you buy.” 

I: “Item?” 

SS: “Iya.” 

SS: yes. 

I:  “What is this?” 

SS: “Unismuh.” 

I: “oh, buyer’s address?” 

SS: “Yes..yes.” 

I: “What is this?” 

SS: “What you buy.” 

I: “Item?” 

SS: “Yes.” 

9 I: satu pas.. tidak begini tulisannya. 

SS: how can I write? 

I: kamu tau tulisannya? (menyuruh surya 

membenarkan) 

 

I: “Satu pas.. you are wrong to write 

this.” 

SS: “How can I write?” 

I: “You know to write this?” 

SS (the student) is wrong to 

write “satu pasang sepatu”. 

- 

10 

SS 

How can I write?  How can I write? SS require I repair her error 

writing “satu pasang sepatu”  

(see picture.8) 

Dir 



11 

SR-I 

I: terimakasih yah, terima kasih atas kunjungan 

anda. Bagamimana pelajaran hari ini? 

Meanantang? 

Ss: menantang? 

I: challenging? Do you know challenging? 

Sr: menanatang itu apa?  

I: challenging. 

SS: no… aku suka shopping. 

I: kalau menantang surya? Menantang berkelahi. 

SR: “Berkelahi itu apa?” 

I: “Fighting.” 

I: “Thank You for your coming. How 

about this lesson today? Is it 

menantang?” 

SS: Menantang? 

I: “Challenging? Do you know 

challenging?” 

SR: “What is menantang?” 

SS: “No, I like shopping.” 

I: if you menantang surya? Meantang 

berkelahi. 

SR: “What is Berkelahi? 

I: “Fighting.” 

The clarification word 

“Berkelahi” is fighting in 

English. 

Meta 

12 

SS 

“Tunggu..Tunggu..Tunggu.! Wait! Wait! Wait SS command I to wait her 

answer that with whom she 

want to fight. 

Dir 

13 

I 

“Jadi berani itu (in Bahasa) kata sifat. Kalau 

pemberani itu berubah menjadi kata benda. 

Adjective and noun” 

 

“So, brave is adjective. Whereas 

intrepid is noun. Adjective and 

noun.” 

The clarifying Bahasa code 

berani and pemberani. 

Meta 

14 

SS-SR-I 

I: “ Tari, penari.” 

SS: “Tari, penari. Ya.” 

I: “Tari itu apa?” 

SS: “Dance.” 

I: “Penari?” 

SS: “Dancer.” 

I: “Aaa.. Dancer.” 

SS: “Ya..ya..ya. oke.. oke.”  (Nodding) 

I: “Laut?” 

SS: “I know laut. I should know  laut.” 

I: “Laut tapa?” 

SR: “Sea” 

I: “Dance, Dancer 

SS: “Dance. Dancer. okay.” 

I: “Tari is?” 

SS: “Dance.” 

I: “Penari is?” 

SS: “Dancer.” 

I: “Aaa.. Dancer.” 

SS: “Yes. Yes. Yes.  Okay.” 

(Nodding) 

I: “Laut?” 

SS: “I know laut. I should know 

 laut.” 

The teacher asks the students 

about claSSification words of 

Bahasa 

Meta 



I: “What is laut?” 

SR: “Sea” 

15 

SS-I 
I: “kalau pengemudi kapal itu  apa?” 

SS: “Something what?” 

I: “Nahkoda. Yang  mengemudikan, yang 

 membawa kapal laut itu adalah Nahkoda.” 

SS: “But there is no in my search 

 translation.” 

I: “Tidak ada? 

SS: “You just make self-words. ”

 (Kidding) 

I: “ohhooo, no. Cari di google!” 

SS: “No, I trust you. Nahkoda is like captain 

on the ship?” 

I: “What is pengemudi kapal ?” 

SS: “Something what?” 

I: “Nahkoda. Who controls ship is 

Nahkoda.” 

SS: “But there is no in my search 

 translation.” 

I: “Nothing? 

SS: “You just make self-words. ”

 (Kidding) 

I: “ohhooo, no. you search in 

google!” 

SS: “No, I trust you. Nahkoda is like 

captain on the ship?” 

SS analyses the word of 

Bahasa “pengemudi kapal” 

into English that is “Captain 

on the ship” 

Meta 

16 

I 

“ohhooo, no. Cari di google!” 
“ohhooo, no. you search in google!” 

 

The Teacher command the 

student search in the google if 

the word of Bahasa there is no 

in English dictionary. 

Dir 

17 

SR-SS 
SS: “What is dijual?” 

SR: “It is the passive voice. Bottle dijual” 

SS: “What is dijual?” 

SR: “It is the passive voice. Bottle 

dijual” 

SS need clarification about 

dijual and SR clarify that di 

jual is the passive voice. 

Meta 

18 

SS-SR-I 

I: “Bagaimana pelajaran hari ini, suka? 

SR: I don’t like number 

SS: I like number 

I: “How do you think about this 

study? 

SR: I don’t like number 

SS: I like number 

SR say that he doesn’t like to 

study number whereas SS says 

that she likes to study number. 

Exp 

19 

I-SR-SS 
I: “Suka uang?” 

SR and SS: “Oh! Of course.” (expreSSion 

I: “Do you like money?” 

SR and SS: “Oh! Of course.”

The students expressively 

answer the teacher’s question 

that they like money.  

Exp 



that they  really like money)  (expreSSion that they 

 really like money) 

20 

SS 

“Iya, Makasih. Yah.” “Yes, Thank you.” Say thanks for the teacher 

teaching. 

Poe 

21 

I-SR-SS 
I: Ada uang saya di kamu surya (kidding) 

SR: Tidak ada. 

I: Betul? 

SR: betul.  

I: Sumpah? 

SR: iya, Sumpah.  

SS: “What is Sumpah?” 

SR: “Swear.” 

I: you take my money, Surya. 

(kidding) 

SR: No. 

I: Really? 

SR: Really.  

I: Sumpah? 

SR: Yes, Sumpah.  

SS: “What is Sumpah?” 

SR: “Swear.” 

The teacher made a joke to 

accuse SR take his money. 

Meta 

22 

SS 
“Swear? You Swear? NEVER SAY THAT…! 

NEVER!” 

“Swear? You Swear? NEVER SAY 

THAT…! NEVER!” 

SS expressed that she hates to 

say swear 

Exp 

23 

SS-I 
I: Susan, ada uang saya di kantongmu seribu 

rupiah. 

SS: yes. Mau? 

I: “Iya, itu uang saya. Sini, kembalikan uang 

saya!” 

I: Susan there is my money in your 

 pocket 

SS: yes. Do you want? 

I: “Yeah, that’s my money. Give me 

that my money!” 

The teacher is just kidding to 

require the money 1000 to SS 

Dir 

24 

SS-I-SR 
I: “Kamu ikhlas?” 

SS: “What is ikhlas?” 

SR: “Tulus?” 

I: “Iya tulus.” 

I: “Are you ikhlas?” 

SS: “What is ikhlas?” 

SR: “Tulus?” 

I: “yes, tulus.” 

SS need clarification about 

word Ikhlas in other words but 

have same meaning, that is 

tulus. 

Meta 



25 

I 
Cari di kamus kamu! 

“Search in your dictionary!” The teacher (I) commanded 

the students to search in 

dictionary when they didn’t 

know the meaning about 

Bahasa words 

Dir 

26 

SR 
“Aiyyoo…”(complain) 

“Aiyyooo… (Complain) SR expressed his complaint Exp 

27 

I-SS 

I: okay, cukup yah. (closing the class) 

SS: iya, makasih yah. 

I: “Okay, enough.” (Closning the 

class) 

SS: “Okay, thank you.” 

Closing the class - 

28 

SS-I 
SS: “Is it the new book?” 

I: “Iya, buku baru.” 

SS: “Bisa lihat?” (requiring the New book). 

I: bisa (giving the book) 

SS: “Is it the new book?” 

I: “Yes, new book.” 

SS: “may I see?” (requiring the New 

book). 

I: Okay. You may. (giving the book) 

The teacher uses new book to 

teach the students.  

(see picture.25) 

Dir 

29 

I 
Ini (new book) tidak dijual, ini milik negara.  

It is not to be sold because state 

property. 

The teacher (I) told the 

students that the new books is 

not to be sold because that 

book is state property. (see 

picture.26) 

Ref 

30 

I 
“Karena nanti darmasiswa akan ada ajian dan 

jawabannya ada di sini (in the new book for 

BIPA) semua.” 

 

“Because darmasiswa will do 

examination and the answer key 

there is in this new book. 

The teacher informs the 

answer keys of the 

examination there is in the 

new book. (see picture.27) 

Ref 

31 

I 
Ini buku level paling tinggi C2 (Showing 

another new book) 

This is the highest-level book. C2  The teacher shows the highest-

level book. (See picture.28) 

Ref 

32 I:“Menyebutkan huruf abjad.   Alfabet. Tau kan 
I: “you know vocal?” 

The teacher teaches the Meta 



SR-I huruf Vocal?” 

SR: “What is Vocal.” 

I: “a I u e o.”(spelling)  

SR: Oh.. oke. 

I: “Vowels. Huruf vocal.” 

SR: “What is Vocal.” 

I: “a I u e o.”(spelling)  

SR: Oh.. Okay. 

I: “Vowels. Huruf vocal.” 

students about vowels. 

33 

SS 
Give me words!  Give me words!  

SS needed teacher’s help to 

give her some words. 

Dir 

34 

I 
Selain dari huruf vocal, itulah adalah huruf 

consonant.  

Besides vocal abjads, that are 

consonant abjads. 

The teacher teaches about 

abjad consonant. 

Ref 

35 

I 
Contohnya apa surya? Coba sebut! 

For example? Surya mention. The teacher (I) asked SR to 

mention the example of abjads 

in Bahasa. 

Dir 

36 

I 
Besarkan suaranya supaya saya dengar! 

Rise your voice for that I hear. SR mention the example of 

abjads in Bahasa with lowly 

voice so the teacher (I) asked 

him to rise his voice. 

Dir 

37 

I-SS 
I: “Kalau warna-warna sudah tau susan? 

SS: Merah, kuning, hijau, putih. 

I: “How about color, have you 

 known, Susan? 

SS: “Red, yellow, green, white.” 

The teacher asked SS about 

color in Bahasa 

Meta 

38 

I-SR 
I: “Ini hijau daun. Ini hijau tai kuda. 

SR: “What is tai kuda means?” 

I: “Kuda itu apa?” 

SR: “Horse.” 

I: “Tai?” 

SR: “I don’t know.” 

I  : “Kamu setiap hari bikin tai.” 

SR: “Oh, ya” (nodding). Woww, it’s shit of 

words.” 

I: “This is hijau daun and this is 

hijau tai kuda. 

SR: “What is tai kuda means?” 

I: “What is kuda?” 

SR: “Horse.” 

I: “Tai?” 

SR: “I don’t know.” 

I  : “every day you made Tai.” 

SR: “Oh, Yes” (nodding). Woww, 

After clarification what the 

meaning of words tai and 

kuda, SR concluded that the 

colour hijau tai kuda is like 

horse’s feces. (See picture.35) 

Meta 



it’s shit of horse.” 

39 

SS-I 

I: biru, putih, hitam, ungu. 

SS: Ungu? What is warna ungu. 

SS: What is warna ungu? 

I: Purple. 

SS: What is color ungu? 

I: Purple. 

SS needed clarification words 

ungu in English, that was 

purple. 

Meta 

40 

I 
Coba, sebutkan nama hari! 

Try to mention days name! The teacher asked the students 

to mention days in Bahasa 

 

Dir 

41 

SS-I 

SS: senin, selasa, rabu, kamis jumat sabtu. 

I: senin selasa rabu kamis jumat sabtu minggu 

itulah nama-nama hari. (singing). Iya, kamu 

bisa. 

SS: no... no, I cannot sing.  

 

SS: “Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday, Friday, Saturday.” 

I: “Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday, Friday, Saturday.” 

(Singing) 

SS: “No, No, I cannot singing.” 

42 

I-SS-SR 

I: nama bulan,  

SS:what is bulan? 

Sr: month. 

I: “name of bulan?” 

SS: “what is bulan?” 

SR: “Month” 

The students need clarification 

about the meaning of ‘bulan’ 

- 

43 

I 
“Ada dua bulan dalam bahasa indonesia.” 

There are two bulan in Bahasa The teacher told that word 

bulan refers to two meanings. 

Ref 

44 

I 
“Ada bulan moon dan ada bulan kalender 

month.” 

There is Bulan refers to moon and 

there is bulan refers to month 

The teacher explained the 

meaning of word bulan refers 

to moon and month in English  

Meta 

45 

SS-I 
SS: “What is bulan purnama?” 

I   : “Itu adalah natural  phenomenon” 

SS: “What is bulan purnama? 

I: “That is natural phenomenon 

SS needed clarification about 

the meaning of bulan purnama 

in English 

Meta 

46 

I 
“Banyak orang Indonesia menggunakan nama 

purnama. Biasanya mereka lahir di bulan 

There are many people use Purnama 

as their name because commonly 

The teacher told about the 

people in Indonesia use 

Ref 



purnama.” they were born when happened full 

moon 

Purnama if they were born 

when happened full moon. 

47 

SR-SS-I 
SR: “What is bulan sabit?” 

I: “Dalam bahasa Indonesia, sabit  itu 

 adalah tool of harvested.  In 

 Indonesia and farmers,  they use tool 

like this.”  

SS: “Sarlo in bahasa Hungarian.  But 

sickle ini bahasa  English.” 

SR: “What is bulan sabit?” 

I: “In Bahasa, sabit is tool of 

harvested. In Indonesia and farmers, 

use tool like this.” 

SS: “Sarlo in Hungarian language. 

But sickle in English. 

SR need clarification about the 

meaning of sabit. 

Meta 

48 

I-SS 
I: Kata-kata benda,noun? Sudah banyak yang 

anda tau? 

SS: Noun? 

I: Iya. 

I: Do you know vocabularies noun? 

(inanimate) 

SS: Noun? 

I: Yes. 

The teacher moved to the next 

lesson, about inanimate noun 

in Bahasa. For example; chair, 

table, cupboard etc. 

Meta 

49 

SS 
“Huuuhhh…” (Confusing) 

“Huuuhhh…” (Confusing) Confusing expression when 

SS try to know the meaning 

Bahasa words 

Exp 

50 

SS 
“Haaahhh” (tired expression) 

“Hhaaahhh..” (tired expression) Tired expression. Exp 

51 

SS 
“But (Clap forehead) tapi penghapus. why you 

are not using penghapus.” 

“But (Clap forehead). why are you 

not using eraser?” 

SS confused to see the teacher 

use tissue for erasing the white 

board. (see picture.46) 

Dir 

52 

I 
Ah tugas anda ini. Catat.. catat sekarang itu! 

Susan tulis di situ tugasnya. 

Ahha, this is your task. Write now 

that! Susan, write the task. 

The teacher asked the students 

to write a task 

Dir 

53 

SS-SR-I 
SS: what is rumah tangga, because tangga is… 

SR: furniture 

SS: No, furniture is perabot. But rumah tangga. 

Tangga is stairs. 

I: Perabot rumah tangga bisa di singkat 

SS: what is rumah tangga, because 

tangga is… 

SR: furniture 

SS: No, furniture is perabot. But 

rumah tangga. Tangga is stairs. 

SS was confusing on words 

rumah tangga. So, the teacher 

explain that words same with 

perabotan or furniture. 

Meta 



perabotan.  
I: household same with furniture.  

54 

SR 
“It’s very hard.” (difficult to pronoun Bangku in 

Bahasa) 

“It’s very hard.” (difficult to pronoun 

Bangku in Bahasa) 

SR was difficult to pronoun 

Bangku . he pronounced 

banggu.  

Exp 

55 

SR-I 
SR: “What is pendingin?” 

I : “AC itu kan Air Conditioner.  dalam 

bahasa Inggris.” 

SR: “In Indonesia AC itu apa? 

I  : “Pendingin ruangan.” 

SR: “Oh, okay.” 

SR: “What is pendingin?” 

I : “AC is Air Conditioner in 

English.” 

SR: “In Indonesia, what is AC? 

I: “Pendingin ruangan.” 

SR: “Oh, okay.” 

The teacher explained that AC 

is pendingin ruangan in 

Bahasa.  

Meta 

56 

SS-SR-I 
I: “Bingkai” 

SR: “What is Bingkai?” 

SS: “Frame. If you are putting that is like a 

picture.” 

I: “Bingkai” 

SR: “What is Bingkai?” 

SS: “Frame.If you are putting that 

is like a picture.” 

SS try to explain the meaning 

of bingkai in English with use 

hand movements to make SR 

understand. 

Meta 

57 

SS-I-SR 
SS: “Ember” 

I: “Apa lagi? 

SR: “What is ember?” 

SS: “Is the small of basket.” 

SR: “oh, ember.” 

SS: “Because in bahasa Hungarian ember is 

orang.” 

SS: “Ember” 

I: “what else? 

SR: “What is ember?” 

SS: “Is the small of basket.” 

SR: “Oh, ember.” 

SS: “But in bahasa Hungarian 

ember is orang.” 

Teacher and students 

discussed about the meaning 

of word ember in the other 

country. Susan said, ember is 

person, but exactly is a man. 

However, man and person 

refer to human. 

Meta 

58 

SS-SR 
SS: “Handuk.” 

SR: Handuk? Apa handuk? 

SS: Towell 

SR: Ahh? 

SS: “Handuk.” 

SR: Handuk? What is handuk? 

SS: Towell 

SR: Ah? 

SS tried to explain to SR about 

word handuk in English. 

Meta 



SS: Towell..towell.. when you have been from 

take a shower, you use (doing gesture). 

SR:oh, ya..ya! (Nodding) 

SS: Towell..Towell.. when you have 

been from take a shower, you use 

(doing gesture). 

SR:”Oh, yes.” (Nodding) 

59 

SS-I 
I: “Kalau Hungarian cara  berkenalannya, 

apa saja  yang ditanyakan?” 

SS: “Yes?” (need clarification) 

I: “If you want to introduce  yourself, yang 

ditanyakan  apa? Asking name? 

I: “Kalau Hungarian cara 

 berkenalannya, apa saja  yang 

ditanyakan?” 

SS: “Yes?” (need clarification) 

I: “If you want to introduce 

 yourself, yang ditanyakan  apa? 

Asking name? 

Teacher asked SS to tell him 

about how the Hungarian 

people be acquainted in the 

first meet. 

Meta 

60 

SS-SR-I 
I: “What is alamat?” 

SR: “Address.” 

SS: “What?” 

SR: “Where do you live.” 

SS: No, I’m not giving my address. 

I: “What is alamat?” 

SR: “Address.” 

SS: “What?” 

SR: “Where do you live.” 

SS: No, I’m not giving my address. 

SS would not give her address 

in the first meeting or greeting 

with someone. 

Meta 

61 

SS 
“You cannot give number phone and private 

information about yourself (with someone that 

you meet first time). But with your friends, you 

can ask everything.” (Susan inform about what 

cannot be given in the first meeting with 

someone.) 

“You cannot give number phone and 

private information about yourself 

(with someone that you meet first 

time). But with your friends, you can 

ask everything.” (Susan inform about 

what cannot be given in the first 

meeting with someone.) 

SS told that in Hungarian, you 

may ask anything if you have 

a close relationship with 

person as like friend. 

Ref 

62 

SS 
“Oh my god.” “Oh my god.” 

Susan was surprised hear the 

teacher say kurva. 

Exp 



63 

SS-I 
I  : “Apa artinya kurva?” 

SS: “Kurva is in bahasa  Hungarian is 

slang word  and it it means bitch.” 

I  : “Oh, pelacur?” 

SS: “Iya, kupu-kupu malam. 

I  : “What is kurva?” 

SS: “Kurva is in bahasa 

 Hungarian is slang word  and 

it it means bitch.” 

I  : “Oh, pelacur?” 

SS: “Yes, kupu-kupu malam. 

SS told the meaning of kurva 

is slang in Hungarian language 

and it’s same meaning with 

Bitch and kupu-kupu malam. 

Meta 

64 

SS-I 
I:”Saya pernah dengar kamu  bilang  kurva 

di dalam kantor. Saya  langsung mengerti.” 

SS: “Iya. Maaf.” 

I:”I have heard you say kurva in the 

this office, but I understand actually 

what it means is.” 

SS: “Yes. Sorry.” 

The teacher actually knew 

what the mean kurva is.  

Poe 

65 

SR-I 
I: “Kamu suka bercermin?” 

SR: “We can’t do this.” 

I: “Kenapa?” 

SR: “Karena mudah berjerawat.” 

I: “do you always look at mirror?” 

SR: “We can’t do this.” 

I: “Why?” 

SR: “because it causes pimple” 

SR told that always look at 

mirror, it causes pimple. 

Ref 

66 

I 
Susan, baca ini! Baca! 

“Susan, read this! Read! The teacher asked SS read the 

book. 

Dir 

67 

SS-I-SR 
SS: “What is dipanggil?” 

I: Called 

SR: Call… I call you Susan. Like this. 

I: Saya dipanggil. 

SS: “I don’t understand what is called? (read 

again the book to clarify the code words “nama 

saya Hartono. Biasa dipanggil Tono”) Oh, I 

know. Like Julia but her friend called her juli. 

Ahhaaa” (Understand)  

I: “Mengerti?” 

SS: “What is dipanggil?” 

I: Called 

SR: Call… I call you Susan. Like 

this. 

I: Saya dipanggil. 

SS: “I don’t understand what is 

called? (read again the book to 

clarify the code words “nama saya 

Hartono. Biasa dipanggil Tono”) 

Oh, I know. Like Julia but her friend 

According to the context, 

dipanggil is nick name. such 

as the complete name is 

Hartono di panggil Tono. 

(See picture.62) 

Meta 



SS: “Iya… Like nick name.” called her juli. Ahhaaa” (Understand)  

I: “understand?” 

SS: “Yes… Like nick name.” 

68 

MH-SR 
Mh:“Bagaimana mendeskripsikan 

 fisik? How  to des…” 

SR: “Describe” 

Mh:“ How to des…” 

SR: “Describe” 

SR guessed what the teacher 

wanted to say. 

Meta 

69 

MH-SS 
Mh: “Iya, your fisik. For example? (requiring 

example about physical) 

SS: “Saya tinggi dan ada pendek 

 rambut.” 

Mh: “Mempunyai rambut yang  pendek.” 

Mh: “Yes your fisik. For example? 

(requiring example about physical) 

SS: “I’m tall and I have short hair.” 

Mh: “I have short hair.” 

The teacher taught about ciri-

ciri fisik and asked the 

students to give some example 

Meta 

70 

MH-SS 
SS: “Aku ada kacamata?” 

Mh: “He em.. saya memakai  kacamata.” 

SS: “Oh, saya memakai is  wearing?  

Mh: “iya.”  

SS: “I have kacamata?” 

Mh: “He em. I wear glass.” 

SS: “Oh, memakai is  wearing?  

Mh: “Yes.”  

 Meta 

71 

MH-SS 
SS: “aku ada mata… what is brown?” 

Mh: “Coklat.” 

SS: “aku I have eye… what is 

brown?” 

Mh: “Coklat.” 

SS need clarification what the 

meaning of brown in Bahasa, 

that is coklat 

Meta 

72 

SR 
“Nice.” (utterance to admire SS because she has 

brown eyes) 

“Nice.” (utterance to admire Susan 

because she has brown eyes) 

SR admired SS’s eyes Poe 

73 

SR 
Mh: “the real eh population from Hungarian is 

like brown hair? 

Mh: “the real eh population from 

Hungarian is like brown hair? 

SS said that in Hungarian, you 

can find hair colours 

Ref 



SS: “No. You can find anything SS: “No. You can find anything 

74 

MH 
“Kamu lihat gambarnya dan saya akan tanya 

kamu tanpa melihat gambar yah!” 

“See the picture, after that I will ask 

you without see the picture.!” 

The teacher will asked 

students about part of physics 

without see the picture in the 

book. 

Dir 

75 

MH 
SS: “Gambat is picture?” 

MH: “Iya. Gambar is picture.” 

SS: “Gambar is Picture?” 

MH: “Yes. Gambar is picture.” 

SS clarified word gambar is 

picture. 

Meta 

76 

MH-SS 
MH: “hidung” 

SS: “eh.. nose” 

MH: “Mata.” 

SS: “Eye” (menunjuk mata 

MH: “Nose” 

SS: “eh.. nose”  

MH: “Mata.” 

SS: “Eye”  

The teacher mentioned part of 

physics and the students index 

part of their physics that 

mentioned by teacher. 

Meta 

77 

MH 
“I want you. Saya mau kamu describe satu 

orang! Up to you tetapi di dalam kantor. Bisa 

pak Wildan, bisa Pak Ismai, Bisa Pak Idam, bisa 

saya, bisa ayu, serli also. Iya, kamu harus 

describe dia” 

“I want you describe someone! Up to 

you who she/he is but in the office 

area only. You can describe Mr. 

Wildan, Mr. Ismail, Mr. Idam, Ayu, 

Serli also. You have to describe one 

of them!” 

The teacher (MH) require the 

students to describe someone 

in the office area 

Dir 

78 

MH 
“You have to write! Karena kalau kamu tidak 

menulis kamu akan lupa.” 

“You have to write! If you do not 

write, you will forget.” 

The teacher suggests the 

students to have to write the 

lesson 

Dir 

79 

SR-MH 
SR: “What is Hijab?” 

MH: “Veil.” 

SR: “What is Hijab?” 

MH: “Veil.” 

The student (SR) need 

clarification about word Hijab 

(see picture.74) 

Meta 

80 

 MH 
You have to mention the name. Kamu harus 

sebutkan namanya, kemudian ciri-ciri fisik. 

You have to mention the name. And 

then she/he feature physic. 

The teacher (MH) commands 

the students to must mention 

name before describe 

someone’s feature physic. 

Dir 



81 

MH 
Bisa kamu jelaskan diri kamu sendiri? Can you explain yourself? 

The teacher (MH) require the 

student (SR) to described his 

self. 

Dir 

82 

MH 
“Warna kulit itu juga fisik, yah.”  “Skin is physic also.”  

The teacher (MH) inform that 

colour skin is physic feature 

also. 

Ref 

83 

MH 
“Tapi dalam bahasa Indonesia, ada banyak 

macam warna kulit. Ada kuning langsat.” 

“But, in Bahasa, there are many skin 

colour as like yellow fruit.” 

The teacher (MH) inform that 

in Bahasa there are many skin 

colour. 

Ref 

84 

MH-SR 
SR: “Langsat? Langsat itu apa? 

MH: “Langsat itu Buah-Buahan. 

SR: “Oh, iya. Sawo matang? 

MH: “Iya, sawo matang juga ada.” 

SR: “Langsat? What is langsat? 

MH: “Langsat is fruits. 

SR: “Oh, yes. Like sawo matang? 

MH: “Iya, sawo matang also.” 

The student (SR) need 

clarification about word 

langsat. 

Meta 

85 

MH-SR 
MH: :Jahat is…. 

SR: “Not, good.” 

MH: :Jahat is…. 

SR: “Not, good.” 

The student (SR) clarifies the 

word jahat is Not Good 

 

86 

MH-SR-

SS 

SR: “What is hidung alang?” 

Mh: “What do you mean? (see the book) 

Hidung  elang? Very… sangat   

 mancung. Dia seperti paruh  burung 

elang. 

SS &SR: (Mencari di kamus)Hawk.  

Mh: “So, hidungnya mirip…?  (she touches her 

nose)” 

SS: “Oh. Ya. Ya. Ya. Ya” (Nodding of 

 understanding). 

SR: “What is hidung alang?” 

Mh: “What do you mean? (see the 

book) Hidung  elang? Very… Very 

sharp nose, it’s like paruh 

 eagle’s beak. 

SS &SR: (searching in the 

dictionary) Hawk.  

Mh: “So the nose is like?  (she 

touches her nose)” 

SS: “Oh. Yes.” (Nodding of 

The Students need 

clarification about what 

hidung alang is 

(See picture.81) 

Meta 



 understanding). 

87 

MH-SR-

SS 

SS: What is the different between, what is mata 

sipit.. mata bulat… 

SR: Mata sipit is very small.” 

MH: iya, see surya’s eyes.” 

MH: What is the different between, 

what is mata sipit.. mata bulat… 

SR: Mata sipit is very small.” 

MH: Yes, see surya’s eyes.” 

The students need clarification 

about the different between 

word mata sipit and mata 

bulat. 

Meta 

88 

MH 
Iya, you see surya’s eyes.” Yes, you see surya’s eyes.” 

The teacher (MH) asks the 

students (SS) to see the SR’s 

eyes. 

Dir 

89 

MH-SR 
SR: “Kaos itu apa?” 

Mh: “Baju kaos.” 

SR: “Oh, baju? T-shirt?” 

Mh: “Iya, kaos is t-shirt 

SR: “what is kaos?” 

Mh: “Baju kaos.” 

SR: “Oh, baju? T-shirt?” 

Mh: “Yes, kaos is t-shirt 

The student need clarification 

about word baju kaos 

Meta 

90 

MH 
Waktu saya kelas satu, mahasiswa baru, saya 

tidak memakai jilbab waktu SMP. Tetapi 

sewaktu saya naik kelas dua, guru saya 

mengharuskan saya memakai jilbab. That’s why 

I wear the veil until now. And also in islam. 

“when I was 1st grade. The new 

students, I didn’t wear veil when I 

was lower secondary school. But 

when 2nd grade, my teacher asked me 

to wear veil. That’s why I wear the 

veil until now. And also in Islam. 

The teacher tell the students 

about when she began wear 

hijab 

Ref 

91 

MH-SS 
SS: “What is the hat?” 

MH: “Topi.” 

SS: “What is the hat?” 

MH: “Topi.” 

the student (ss) ask how to 

mention hat in Bahasa 

(See picture.87) 

Meta 

92 

SR-SS-

MH 

SS: “Hmm.. ini traditional clothes. No?  

MH: “itu adalah baju india.” 

SS: “dia dari india? 

SR: “oh, baju india? Sari. 

SS: “Hmm.. Is this traditional 

clothes. No?  

MH: “That is Indian clothes.” 

SS: “Is she from India? 

SR: “oh, Indian clothes? Sari. 

The teacher and the students 

are discussing about the 

picture in the book. 

(See picture.87) 

Meta 

93 

MH-SS 
SS: “And they are.. they are.. what is smiling?” SS: “And they are.. they are.. what is 

The students ask  how to 

mention smiling in Bahasa. 

Meta 



MH: “senyum.” 

SS: “So they are happy.hehe” 

smiling?” 

MH: “senyum.” 

SS: “So they are happy. hehe” 

(See picture.87) 

94 

SR 
Tapi kalau bajunya traditional gak bisa, harus 

panjang.  

But the traditional clothes in Chine 

must be long-sleeved clothes.  

The student (SS) say that 

traditional china clothes must 

have long-sleeve 

(See picture.87) 

Ref 

95 

MH 
Oke saya akan memberikan ciri-ciri dan kamu 

harus menjawab siapa ciri-ciri itu. 

“Okay, I will give you a feature of 

physic and you have to guess whom I 

mean . 

The teacher requires the 

students to guess whom the 

teacher mentions the physic 

feature 

Dir 

96 

MH-SS 
SS: (describing her family chart). Ini, ibu dan 

 ayah.  Ayahku ada satu adik, adik 

 suami.” 

Mh: “Adik suami? What do you  mean? 

SS: Ibuku, sister’s husband. 

Mh: oke, I see. It is like sister in  law? 

SS: iya. For her sister in law but for  me is 

aunt, what is aunt?  

Mh: “Tante.” 

SS: “No.” 

SR: “Bibi” 

SS: “Yah, Bibi.” 

SS: (describing her fimily chart). 

This is mother and father. My father 

have young sister, adik  suami.” 

Mh: “Adik suami? What do you 

 mean? 

SS: My mother, sister’s husband. 

Mh: oke, I see. It is like sister in 

 law? 

SS: Yes. For her sister in law but for 

 me is aunt, what is aunt?  

Mh: “Tante.” 

SS: “No.” 

SR: “Bibi” 

SS: “Yah, Bibi.” 

The students (SS) explain 

about her family chart to the 

teacher (MH). 

Meta 

97 

MH-SR 
MH: “kamu makan babi?’ 

SR: “Oh, of course in China always.” 

MH: “Do you eat pig?’ 

SR: “Oh, of course in China always.” 

SR answered that he always 

eats pig in China. 

Ref 



98 

SS-SR 
SS: “What is besok luas?” 

SR: “Oh, after tomorrow.” 

SS: “What is besok luas?” 

SR: “Oh, after tomorrow.” 

SS need clarification about 

word besok lusa that is after 

tomorrow in English. 

Meta 

99 

SS-SR 
SS: “What is nyenyak?” 

SR: “Oh, very sleep.” 

SS: “What is nyenyak?” 

SR: “Oh, over slept.” 

SS need clarification about 

word Nyenyak that is over 

slept in English. 

Meta 

100 

SR 
“Konghucu is not religion. Konghucu is 

philosopher. Konghucu is very good teacher for 

people in China.” 

“Konghucu is not religion. Konghucu 

is philosopher. Konghucu is very 

good teacher for people in China.” 

SR told about Konghucu is not 

religion, but they are 

philosopher and good teacher 

for people in China. 

Ref 

101 

MH 
Setelah itu is after that 

Setelah itu is after that MH clarified word setelah is 

after in Englis. 

Meta 

102 

MH 
Kemudian is and then 

Kemudian is and then MH clarified word kemudian 

is and then in English 

Meta 

103 

MH 
Selanjutnya is Next 

Selanjutnya is Next MH clarified the word 

selanjutnya is the next in 

English 

Meta 

104 

MH 
Kamu lihat (table) lagi di bawahnya!  

See again (the table) below (in the 

book)! 

MH command the students to 

see the table in the book. 

Dir 

105 

MH 
Coba kamu baca! 

Try to read! MH command the student 

(SS) to read the text in the 

book. 

 

Dir 



106 

MH-SS-

SR 

MH: So, apa pelajaran kita selanjutnya,  

SS: (Membuka buku.) This is. 

MH: Hobby, oke kamu sudah mengartikan. 

MH: kamu pindah di sini surya. (menyuruh 

surya pinda kekursi yang lebih dekat dari dia) 

SR: iya. 

MH: Kamu sudah mengerjakan semuanya yah? 

SS: Iya. 

MH: Kamu belum.? 

SR: owh, belum.  

SS: So, apa hobby kamu? 

MH: Hobby saya adalah makan. (tertawa) 

SS: Makan apa, nasi, coklat. hahaha 

MH: Hahahaha.. addduhh.. 

SS: martabak? Hahaha. 

MH: Martabak, makan semuanya. Saya suka 

makanan yang asing. 

SR: salty. 

MH: iyya, salty. Oke, kamu harus menulis cerita 

tentang hobby kamu sesuai dengan paragraph di 

buku ini.  

 

MH: “So, what is the next lesson?” 

SS: (opening the book). “This is.” 

MH: “Hobby, okay you have 

translated it.” 

MH: “You move here, Surya.” 

(Asking Surya to move next to her) 

SR: “Okay” 

MH: “ Have you done all this? 

SS: “Yes, I have.” 

MH: “ haven’t you?” 

SR: “Oh, I haven’t.” 

SS: “So, what is your hobby?” 

MH: “My hobby is eating.” 

(Laughing) 

SS: Eat what? Rice, cocholate, 

Hahahaha. (Laughing). 

MH: “Hahaha, owwchh (Laughing) 

SS: “Martabak?” 

MH: “Martabak, I eat all. I like salty 

food.  

SR: “Salty.” 

MH: “Yes, Salty. Okay, you have to 

write the story about your hobby is 

like this book.  

 

  



107 

SS-SR-

MH 

SS: Nama saya Susan, Hobby saya memasuk. 

MH: me ma sak.. 

SS: memasak dan membaca. Saya memasak kue 

setiap minggu untuk keluarga. Saya punya 

banyak rak buku untuk bukuku, sejak kecil aku 

cinta buku.  

MH: kamu? 

SR: Nama saya surya, saya berumur 21 tahun. 

saya suka belanja. Saya juga suka membaca 

buku bersama teman saya.  

SS: “My name is Susan, my hobby is 

memasuk.” 

MH: “Memasak.” 

SS: “Cooking and reading. I like 

making cake every Sunday for 

family. I have many racks for my 

books. I like reading since I was 

child. 

MH: “you?” 

SR: “My name is Surya. I am 21 

years old. I like shopping. I like 

reading also with my friends. 

  



108 

SS 
“Hoam… ! I’m very sleepy.” 

Hoam! I’m very sleepy SS told about her feeling that 

she was really sleepy 

Exp 

109 

SS 

MH: Kamu pintar memasak kue? 

SS: “Iyya Karena aku sekolah untuk belajar 

memasak kue. And I want to show you my cake 

picture. 

Because I had school for learn cook a 

cake. 

SS told that she had school 

one year for learning made a 

cake. 

Refer 

110 

SR 
“It’s really cake? Woww Great”  “It’s really cake? Woww Great”  

SR didn’t believe that what SS 

showed is a Cake. 

(see picture.103) 

 

Exp 

111 

SS-MH 

SS: yes, its really cake. You can eat it. 

MH: wahh, ini seperti pajangan. Seperti cerek. 

SS: yah, ini kue. 

SS: “Yes, it’s really cake. You can 

eat it. 

MH: “Wahh, This is like kettle. 

112 

MH 

MH: but how is that taste? 

SS: coklat? 

MH: coklat? Ah, you make me crazy.”   

“Ah, you make me crazy.” 

(expression that MH is so excited 

with SS’s cake) 

MH was so excited when she 

saw SS’s picture cake. 

(see picture.104) 

 

Exp 

113 

SS-MH-

SR 

SS: what is sebab? 

MH: cause? 

SR: result. 

SS: mengapa? 

MH: mengapa kamu tidak tidur semalam? 

Karena banyak nyamuk? 

SS: tidak ada banyak nyamuk alhamdulillah. 

SS: “What is sebab? 

MH: “Cause?” 

SR: “Result” 

SS: “Mengapa?” 

MH: Why did not you sleep last 

night? Because there are many 

mosquito? 

SS: “Tidak ada banyak nyamuk 

Alhamdulillah. 

SS need clarification about the 

meaning of ‘sebab’ 

 



114 

SS 
“Tapi, ada selalu kerjaan malam like your body. 

Badan is tired. But your mind is still working. 

Owhh, shit.  I need sleep”  

“But, there is always something to 

make you cannot sleep as like your 

body is tired but your mind is still 

working so you say, “Owwh, Shit! I 

need sleep.” 

SS told that she could not 

sleep last night because her 

mind was thinking hard about 

anything although she was 

really tired. 

(see picture.105) 

Exp 

115 

MH 
“Okay, selesai. Dia akan mewawancarai kamu 

yah. (Leaving the students.) 

“Okay, Finish. They will interview 

you all.” (Leaving the students) 

The teacher end the learning 

process. 

- 
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